moved to amend as follows:

In line 55, after "10.00" insert "feet"
In line 1794, delete the second comma
In line 1974, after "all" insert "or part"
In line 2060, after "deed" insert "or if less than the whole property is conveyed"
In line 2073, after "grantee" insert "all or part of"
In line 2101, after "to" insert "such portions of"
In line 2102, after "section" insert "as is conveyed"
In line 2843, delete "6707618" and insert "6745192"; delete "portions" and insert "all"
In line 2844, delete "parcels 6707619 and 6707620" and insert "parcel 6760586"
In line 2846, after "Akron" insert "and the Grantee's agreement, as required by division (B)(2) of this section, to later modify the boundaries of parcels 6707619 and 6707620"

The motion was ________ agreed to.
Partial transfer and technical amendments

Sections 1, 15, 17, and 22

Authorizes the Governor to make a whole or partial transfer of the property described in Section 17 and makes various technical amendments to the bill.